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A B S T R A C T 

This application is specially designed for blind peoples. With the help of this android application they are easily order what they want. This app is very 

easy to handle for blind peoples because of the voice assistant, and also, they pay the money online mode with very securely.  [14][15] This app makes 

blind peoples become independent. In this study we learnt that several limitations are there on the resources available to blind peoples were identified 

by professionals that work with the blind peoples. We also learnt that blind people don’t have access to the information common in visual things. For 

the payment security user has to enter 16-digit credit card number with CVV number also. [20] After payment is done then grocery is delivered to 

specific customer address. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The grocery shopping application is based on android, which is work on android platform. Now a day’s all peoples have their android mobile 

smart phones with different special features. We also work on android application but it helps to blind peoples to live independent. We are built the 

android grocery shopping application for blind peoples and it works with the help of voice assistant. [5] We make this user friendly like other apps. It 

gives all the information about the product after clicking that image including product manufacturing date, expiry date, net value, etc. [10][11] User can 

speak specific grocery product with the help of voice assistant and they get all the information about that product. [6][7] User can also search for the 

categorized products like vegetables, fruits, etc. After all the products are added into cart then he has two ways to payment like online or ca sh on 

delivery. In that for online payment he has to enter credit card number that will be 16- digit and also, he has to enter CVV number.  [1][3]  After the 

payment grocery will   be delivered to the specific location. Since, it works very easily without any frustration. [8][9] These days our world peoples are 

striving to find specific solutions able to take care of certain stuff. Well our task is to figure out what it takes with a new grocery shopping application 

to succeed. [16][17] As see, the owners of grocery shopping app significantly familiar with the users may visit them with many different ways. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

We are done the work with the flow of SDLC lifecycle. In our project we are using the waterfall model and we done work successfully. First all 

the information of products will collect by the Admin side and uploaded it in the application. Then customers can order the grocery products with their 

choice. But all the process done after the verification details are filled by the customer correctly, i.e.  CVV Number and cr edit card number, including 

customer other details like phone number, name, address etc. [2][4] In this app we are dividing it into two parts like, first are Admin side and second are 

Customer Side. 

 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram for Shopping Application 
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Fig. 2 Framework Diagram For Application. 

 

Fig.3 Use Case Diagram for Grocery Application. 

MODULES DETAILS 

 Login: - In this module customer has to login with his unique id and password.  

 View Product: - After login customer can view grocery products of different categories like fruits, vegetables etc. 

 Add to cart:-Customer can select different grocery products, Also he gets the information of the product and if he likes he can add it to the cart by 

clicking a button. 

 Payment :-Customer can make payment through cash on delivery or on credit card, For credit card payment he has to specify the 16-digit credit card 

number and CVV number.[12][13] 

ADVANTAGES 

 Customer can purchase grocery products through his phone that support android. 

 

 Customer can coolly sit at home and purchase the products according to his choice. 

 

 Blind people can purchase grocery products through his mobile phone. 

 

 It offers multiple And secure payment options for finest grocery orders.[18][19] 

 

 It allows customers to schedule the delivery time of grocery orders as per their convenience. 

 

 Map interface is there for the customers tracking the grocery delivery order in real time. 
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LIMITATIONS 

 It requires proper internet connection. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 Windows 7(ultimate, enterprise) Or Windows 10. 

 Android Development Toolkit (ADT). 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 Processor-i4. 

 Hard Disk- 5 GB 

 Memory- 2GB or 4GB RAM. 

 Android device. 
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